You asked and
we delivered!

Finally, a revolutionary wood stain that produces
a stunning depth of color in one easy step.
Pro Products
Complete product lines that optimize your performance.
Many of our customers tell us they love our service,
but we know they also love our selection of products.
We are a “one stop shop” for quality wood finishing supplies,
equipped with more than 6,000 professional wood finishing products.
Our expertise + manufacturers’ partnerships stand behind each product.

Unmatched Experience
Support that makes you look
like a pro
Allow Pro Wood’s team of experts to
help your finishing department with…
• Techniques
• Technology
• Equipment
• Coating innovations
Expert team—providing reliable
support, wealth of knowledge,
and guidance that causes you to
stand out in the industry.
Stay ahead of the curve with our…
• State-of-the-art processes
• Systems
• Applications

Pro Shop
Resources that are cohesive
and comprehensive
• What you need, when you need it
• Custom solutions for complex
projects
• Wood finish sample gallery
(over 500 colors)

Pro Match Color
Color perfection that’s
unmatched in accuracy
• Fast
• Accurate
• Reliable
How? Our unique expertise +
state-of-the-art technology

A product of

Finally there is a wood stain that provides a stunning depth of color in one easy wiping process–
Pro Wood Finishes is proud to showcase Woodfield, a revolutionary line of top quality wood

Supplying brands you KNOW and TRUST:
Chemcraft Wood Coatings
Mirka Abrasives
Salice Hardware
Helmitin Contact Adhesives
Kremlin Spray Systems
Pro Wood Solvents
3M Tapes and Safety Products
Fuhr Waterbornes
American Turbine Spray Systems
Indasa Abrasives
Mohawk Touch-Up Materials
CA Technologies Spray Systems
Ingersoll Rand Compressors
Kaeser Compressors
Col-Met Spray Booths

Finally, a revolutionary wood stain that produces
a stunning depth of color in one easy step.

stains that performs well beyond any other stain product on the market. After much
research and testing, Pro Wood has developed a breakthrough stain line that allows
for superior pigment and dye loading capabilities, resulting in rich, dark colors, even
on light woods. This reduces the need for extra dye and toner steps in the
finishing process. Additionally, Woodfield’s unique formula gives you more
slip during application, allowing you to stain large areas and control color
consistency–which means you save time, money and frustration–and
most importantly, achieve the perfect outcome each and every time.

Woodfield Stains large selection was
developed by Pro Woods veteran team
of experienced finishers with the latest

*Many other brands are also in stock

style trends in mind.Yet this vast palette also
gives you, the professional, a full set of color tools
to match any architects or designers specification.
Because Pro Wood created and produced this new line in

The bottom line?
We’ll focus on being your
behind-the-scenes partner
so you can focus on
increasing your business!

house, there is little risk that colors you rely on, will change,
or become discontinued.

A product of

Take advantage of Pro Woods
“Flexible Stocking Program”

14622 Southlawn Lane
Rockville, MD 20850

by calling 301.424.3033 or emailing
us at info@prowoodfinishes.com.

This vast palette
also gives you a
full set of color
tools to match
any architects
or designers
specification.
American Walnut

Arctic

Black Cherry

Empire Mahogany

Ore

Prussian

Raven

While Pro Wood has invested in the best quality production and printing processes
available to deliver the most accurate representation of the colors shown in this
brochure, actual color may vary due to natural variations found in wood and veneers
as well as different wood species, grain pattern and application techniques.

Brandy

Burgundy

Extra Dark Walnut

Flagstone

Regency Walnut

Rustic Red

Golden Caramel

Sumatra

Burnt Sugar

Carmine

Cherry Mahogany

Contemporary Walnut

Cuban Mahogany

Golden Wheat

Honey

Medium Brown Walnut

Nantucket

Old World Mahogany

Thistle

Trans Red Iron Oxide

Trans Yellow Oxide

Weathered

Williamsburg Cherry

